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1. Introduction

Since the Fukushima accident, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has highlighted the importance of enhancing organizational resilience to adapt to unexpected situations [1]. Resilience can be defined as the intrinsic ability of a system or an organization to adjust its functioning before, during, or following changes and disturbances so that it can maintain required operations under both expected and unexpected situations [2]. Following the resilience concept, organizational resilience can be defined as the ability of the organization to face disruption and unexpected events thanks to the strategic awareness and linked operational management of internal and external shocks [3].

The concept of resilience has been applied to enhance safety in many fields such as aviation, healthcare, railways, power plant, and social infrastructure. However, very few studies have been conducted for nuclear power plants (NPPs).

This study aims at identifying contributing factors to the resilience of emergency response organizations in NPPs by a literature survey on the application of resilience to other fields. This study is based on the Resilience Analysis Grid (RAG) suggested by Erik Hollnagel [4]. In this study, a review is performed for the literatures from many sources to identify which factors are considered as contributing factors to the resilience in other fields. Then, based on the literature review, the factors for the resilience of emergency response have been derived under the structure of RAG.

2. The Resilience Analysis Grid

Erik Hollnagel suggested four set of questions where the answers can be used to construct a resilience profile, named the RAG [4]. The four essential capabilities of resilience are as follows;

1) Respond:
   - Knowing what to do, or being able to respond to regular and irregular variability, disturbances, and opportunities, either by adjusting the way things are done or by activating readymade responses. This is the capability to address the actual.

2) Monitor:
   - Knowing what to look for, or being able to monitor that which in the near term changes, or could change, so much that it would require a response. The monitoring must cover the system's performance, as well as changes in the environment. This is capability to address the critical.

3) Learn:
   - Knowing what has happened, or being able to learn from experience, in particular, to learn the right lessons from the right experience. This is the capability to address the factual.

4) Anticipate
   - Knowing what to expect, or being able to anticipate developments, threats, and opportunities further into the future, such as potential disruptions or changing operating conditions. This is the capability to address the potential.

3. Literature Review

This section presents which factors are considered as contributing factors in other fields. The results from reviewing 17 documents are shown in Table I. In fact, more literatures have been reviewed in this study, but, due to the limitation of the number of pages and references in the proceeding, only the result from 17 documents are given here.

The domains and number of the reviewed documents are as follows:

- Power plants (3)
- Transportation (5)
- Social-technical systems (6)
- Others (3)

As shown in the table, a total of 236 factors were identified, and those factors are categorized into the RAG framework, i.e., Respond [R], Monitor [M], Learn [L], Anticipate [A], and Not Applicable [-].


This study identified contributing factors to the RAG capabilities of emergency response in NPPs. For processing the 236 factors from the literature, two tasks have been performed as follows;
– Similar factors are merged, e.g. “Indicator” in [5] and “Indicator Type” in [15] were merged into “Indication”.
– Domain specific factors in other areas are removed, e.g. threat neutralization [12].

Fig.1 shows a suggested process of classifying the factors to the RAG capabilities in the NPP resilience. The process is as follows;
– The first step (green dotted box) is identifying whether this factor can be applied to the NPP resilience. Three aspects were considered; 1) is the factor addressed implicitly or explicitly in the law, manual, procedure, and plan regarding the emergency response?, 2) is the factor addressed in any study and document targeting NPPs, and 3) is the factor affecting human performances in the emergency response?.
– The second step (red dotted box) is identifying which capability in the RAG the factor is the most related to. In this step, we merged similar factors into a representative factor for NPPs. Then, the most appropriate RAG capability is selected for the factor.

### 4.2 Monitor

“Monitor” is related to how to gather and interpret the information about the situation. Regarding this capability, four factors are identified as follows
– Indication [5, 6, 15, 16]: sensor, indicator
– Procedure [5]: alarm, symptom, and criteria
– Communication [7, 8, 20, 21]: leadership, and reporting
– Interpretation [15, 16, 19]: delay, meaningfulness, accuracy

### 4.3 Learn

“Learn” is about how the organization learns and trains itself. Total 8 factors are identified here:
– Learning organization [5, 6]
– Learning contents [6, 15, 16]: expertise, purpose, knowledge
– Frequency [15, 16, 18]
– Delay [15]
– Learning target [15, 16]
– Evaluation [7, 20]
– Resources [15, 16, 18]
– Implementation [15, 16, 18]

### 4.4 Anticipate

“Anticipate” is how well the organization is prepared for the situation in advance. Five factors are identified in this capability.
– Human-system interface design [5]
– Staffing [5, 6, 7, 13, 15]: number, qualification, role, responsibility
– Safety culture [6, 8, 15, 16]
– Tool & equipment [5, 6, 7, 13, 14]
– Accident management plant [13, 15, 18]
5. Conclusion

This study identified the factors that can contribute to the resilience of emergency response organization in NPPs. The literature from other areas was reviewed and the contributing factors were identified based on the capabilities in the RAG concept as a result of a preliminary study. These factors will be elaborated in the future work and applied to the evaluation of organization reliability for the emergency response organization of NPPs.
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## Table I: Domain, sector, author, identified factors from the literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Identified factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power plant</td>
<td>Nuclear power plant</td>
<td>Joyoung Park et al. [5]</td>
<td>(1) Training [L], (2) Procedures [R, M], (3) Organization culture [A], (4) Human resource [A], (5) Human-system interface [R, M, A], (6) Execution [R], (7) Decisions-making [M], (8) System response [R], (9) Verification [R], (10) Reconfiguration [R], (11) Teamwork [M], (12) Communication [A], and (13) Organizational learning [L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Prescription [A], (2) Human resource [A], (3) Human-machine interface [R, M, A], (4) Training [L], (5) Safety culture [A], (6) System verification [R], (7) System reconfiguration [R], (8) Decision making [M], (9) Execution [R], (10) Diagnosis [M], (11) Communication [M], (12) Teamwork [M], (13) Knowledge [L], and (14) Experience [L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport</td>
<td>Intergovernment system</td>
<td>Mayada Omer et al. [8]</td>
<td>(1) Leadership [M], (2) Awareness [M], (3) Flexibility [R], (4) Preparedness/emergency planning [A], and (5) Culture [A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Top management commitment [A], (2) Learning [L], (3) Flexibility [R], and (4) Awareness [M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gilbert Jacob Huber et al. [10]</td>
<td>(1) Awareness [M], (2) Efficiency [A], (3) Commitment [A], and (4) Adaptability [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ron Burch [12]</td>
<td>(1) Countermeasures [A], (2) Determinance [-], (3) Mobility [A], (4) Maneuverability crossover [-], (5) Active redundancy [A], (6) Overcapacity [R], (7) Excess margin [A], (8) High damage thresholds [A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(9) Passive redundancy [A], (10) Repair [R] (11) Reset/Rest [L], (12) Self-healing [-], (13) Threat neutralization [-], (14) Replace [R], and (15) Rebuild [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(1) Level of risk management [R], (2) level of risk assessment method applied [M], (3) Level of safety standards implemented [A], (4) Level of specification of disruptive event scenarios [R], (5) Flexibility of the organizational structure [A], (6) Method of organizational process management [A], (7) Scope of technological innovations implemented [L], (8) Level of innovation in security measures [-], (9) Level of management systems implemented [A], (10) Level of innovation in management processes [L], (11) Level of the organization’s involvement in science and research [L], (12) Level of the organization’s investment into specific innovations [R], (13) Level of education provided or supported to the organization’s employees [L], (14) Level of employee training and maintenance of practical skills [L], and (15) Method of evaluating the effectiveness of employee training [L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sheewon Chuang, et al. [16]</td>
<td>(1) Event list [R], (2) Background [R], (3) Relevance [R], (4) Threshold [R], (5) Response list [R], (6) Speed [R], (7) Response capability [R], (8) Stop rule [R], (9) Duration [R], (10) Verification [R], (11) Indicator list [M], (12) Relevance [M], (13) Indicator characteristics [M], (14) Measurement frequency [M], (15) Organizational support [M], (16) Analysis/interpretation [M], (17) Validity [M], (18) Selection criteria [L], (19) Learning basis [L], (20) Classification [L], (21) Formalization [L], (22) Training [L], (23) Learning style [L], (24) Resources [L], (25) Learning target [L], (26) Implementation [L], (27) Expertise [R], (28) Frequency [R], (29) Communication [R], (30) Strategy [R], (31) Model [R], and (32) Culture [R]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tarcisio Abreu Sausin, et al. [17]</td>
<td>(1) Flexibility [R], (2) Learning from both incident and normal work [L], and (3) Be aware of system status [M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water sector</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mayara Rodrigue, et al. [18]</td>
<td>(1) Indicator list [M], (2) Validity of the indicator [M], (3) Organizational support [M], (4) Assumption about the future [-], (5) Acceptability of threats [-], (6) Time horizon [A], (7) Learning basis [L], (8) Data collection [L], (9) Implementation and communication [M], (10) Frequency [L], (11) Event list [R], (12) Background and relevance [R], (13) Response list [R], and (14) Resources [L]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Service company</td>
<td>Alessandro Amarelli, et al. [19]</td>
<td>(1) Continuous monitoring [M], (2) Anticipation ability [A], (3) Redundancy [A], (4) Simulation [L], (5) Initial vulnerability [-], (6) Focus on minor aspect [-], (7) Learning from mistakes [L], (8) Internal communication [M], and (9) improvisational capabilities [M]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Food manufacturin g company</td>
<td>Kikuchi Azusa, et al. [20]</td>
<td>(1) Orientation for completing tasks [L], (2) Orientation for interpersonal relation [L], (3) Job directions [A], (4) Orientation for interpersonal relation [M], (5) Information sharing [M], (6) Clarification of task [R], (7) Monitoring and coordination [M], (8) Mutual feedback [R], (9) Organizational resilience evaluation [-], (10) Affective commitment [-], (11) Normative commitment [-], and (12) Intrinsic commitment [-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dutch company</td>
<td>Dolf van derBreek et al. [21]</td>
<td>(1) Team responding behavior [R], (2) Collective (learning) behavior team [L], (3) Psychological safety team [A], (4) Preoccupation with failure [-], (5) Situation assessment [M], (6) Heedful interrelating [-], and (7) Team factors [A], (8) Complexity/Procedures [R], (9) Under specification [-], (10) Relevance [M], (11) Measurement frequency [M], and (12) Measurement type [M]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>